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HELLA JONGERIUS
Design Director at Danskina
 At Berlin-based studio Jongeriuslab, material re-
search largely determines the design direction of the 
work. Over the years, this has been characterised by 
a unique ability to join industry and craft, with a keen 
focus on colour and materials. In 2013, Hella Jonge-
rius was appointed Danskina’s Design Director and 
since then has worked to breathe new life into an old 
craft through constant research and experimentation. 
“A rug is in essence a two-dimensional product”, says 
the designer. “There is no construction needed, just an 
expression of yarn and colour: a Danskina rug should 
begin with designing the yarn. Creating a special yarn 
in a traditional or basic technique provides a fresh and 
unique handwriting. It is also important to test new 
yarns and to innovate, in order to guarantee a consist-
ently high quality. Danskina has clear colour concepts. 
The colour and texture of the floor are very important 
in giving the space a certain atmosphere.”
 At the last Salone del Mobile, Danskina presented 
two new rugs by Jongerius, Dew (2) and Argali (1). Made 
from raw wool yarns, the rich, hand tufted, hand cut 
Dew has a soft and hazy character, lending a contempo-
rary and sophisticated feel to its surface. An earthy colour 
palette emphasises the high quality of the New Zealand 
wool, and a subtle shadow play is created by the hand cut 
pile. Argali, in contrast, has a palette of six colours typical 
of Nepalese yarns. A high quality rug in locally dyed and 
hand-spun yarns with decorative silk detailing, gives the 
rug an irregular and natural colour appearance. “Argali 
is a contemporary take on the kilim rug”, informs the 
designer. “It retains the high quality of traditional con-
struction, including the crispy, fresh, silky details.”
danskina.com
jongeriuslab.com
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JAIME HAYON
Designer
 “With my new design for Nodus, developed in col-
laboration with artisans in Afghanistan, I have explored 
the local folklore through the medium of tapestry. In-
spired by the vibrant life of Afghan culture, I incorpo-
rated certain elements into the design, referencing the 
beautiful, traditional dresses and musical instruments, 
and paired these with my own whimsical style. The Af-
ghan artisans use a very special tapestry technique that 
brings the design to life with sharp detailing, down to 
the last thread. In my previous collaboration with No-
dus, I sought to marry Japanese folklore with the her-
itage of Nodus, which has long stood for quality and 
the bridging of East and West. With this new project, I 
hope to bring happiness to living spaces using the joy-
ful imagery of Afghan folklore and craftsmanship.”
hayonstudio.com
nodusrug.com

PAOLA LENTI
Following the first two volumes of the Travel Notes catalogue, Paola Lenti resumed 
her tale of atmospheres, landscapes, and feelings, revealing a new stage in the 
journey. Her interior designs are characterised by a personal search for finishes, 
with a fluid and harmonious play of colours whereby contrasts are eliminated. The 
carpets feature geometric embroideries on contemporary layouts, with attention to 
craftsmanship.
paolalenti.it

BISAZZA 
India Mahdavi 
Enriching Bisazza’s range of tiles are new proposals and decorative designs by India 
Mahdavi comprising graphic elements and optical patterns. At the last Salone del Mo-
bile in Milan, Bisazza presented the Contemporary Cement Tiles collection, inspired by 
historical themes inscribed in our memory.
bisazza.com  / india-mahdavi.com

2KATALIN AND ANDRAS IVANKA
Designers and Founders of  Ivanka
 Designer concrete brand IVANKA recently an-
nounced its involvement in the renovation of the an-
cient Rudas Thermal Bath in Budapest that was built 
in the 16th century during the Turkish occupation. 
Reinterpreting traditional Islamic architectural decora-
tion, a scale model of the Girih geometric pattern was 
presented at the Sound of Textures exhibition at Milan 
Design Week. “The Sound of Textures featured stylised 
trees carrying tactile surfaces to embrace human inter-
action. When touched, each texture produces a unique 
sound and thereby contributes to the creation of a con-
crete symphony, an emotional snapshot that combines 
human movement with the inner spirit of the material.” 
 The Budapest-based studio explores concrete’s par-
ticular hidden features, ranging from architecture to 
design and including fashion and sustainable projects. 
“Last year we presented RainHouse, a complex technol-
ogy that makes use of bio-concrete rooftops, surfaces, 
and cisterns, developed to collect rainwater and turn it 
into the highest quality drinking water”, say the pair. 
“We have taken concrete into many new fields of ap-
plication and have also always wanted to be connected 
with music. Discovering the possibility of translating 
the various rich textures of IVANKA concrete surfaces 
into a language of sounds, led to The Sound of Textures 
becoming the main theme of our show in Milan.” The 
new concrete tile and surface collections also include 
Gaudi, an interpretation of the famous panot pavement 
tiles in Barcelona. This revisited design is available in 
13mm and 20mm thicknesses, in a wide variety of col-
ours with a brand new metallic surface finish, and is 
suitable for flooring as well as wall decoration. 
ivankaconcrete.com 
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